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ABSTRACT

It can be difficult to understand physical measurements (e.g.,
28 lb, 600 gallons) that appear in news stories, data reports,
and other documents. We develop tools that automatically
re-express unfamiliar measurements using the measurements
of familiar objects. Our work makes three contributions: (1)
we identify effectiveness criteria for objects used in concrete
measurement re-expressions; (2) we operationalize these criteria in a scalable method for mining a large dataset of concrete
familiar objects with their physical dimensions from Amazon
and Wikipedia; and (3) we develop automated concrete reexpression tools that implement three common re-expression
strategies (adding familiar context, reunitization and proportional analogy) as energy minimization algorithms. Crowdsourced evaluations of our tools indicate that people find news
articles with re-expressions more helpful and re-expressions
help them to better estimate new measurements.
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INTRODUCTION

People often encounter measurements of physical properties
(e.g., height, length, weight, volume) in daily life, such as
when reading news stories or data reports, interacting with
visualizations, or buying household products online. Measurements are often difficult for people to understand because
people tend to have limited experience with thinking about
physical measurements explicitly in daily life [32, 35]. Uncommonly large (or small) magnitudes (e.g. 4 tons) and unfamiliar
units (e.g. volumetric units like f t 3 or m3 ) can exacerbate
such difficulties. Misunderstanding measurements can lead to
major consequences; for example if news readers cannot grasp
how much California water the average American consumes
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by purchasing fruits grown in the state (300 gallons)1 , or how
high storm surge flood waters from a hurricane could rise in
their area (4 ft)2 , they may not be compelled to change their
grocery list to help conserve water, or evacuate their home.

Figure 1. A text article with our automated concrete re-expression tools
using two common strategies: adding familiar context (left) and reunitization (right) to provide more context for the measurements by comparing them to measurements of familiar objects.

One common technique for helping people make sense of a
new measurement is to compare it to the measurement of a familiar concrete object [25, 23, 24, 28, 29, 37]. Studies indicate
that familiar reference objects are often similar even across
individuals (e.g. when thinking of hand-held objects many
think of a golf or tennis ball) [37, 25, 23, 24]. Various forms
of such concrete re-expressions take advantage of how people
often think of measurements in relation to the measurements
of objects they are familiar with to help them reason about
measurements more accurately:
• Adding familiar context presents a measurement (e.g., 28
lbs) alongside objects with similar measurements (e.g., the
weight of a tool box, the weight of a microwave) (Fig. 1
left).
• Reunitization re-expresses a measurement (e.g., 3 ft) using
a more familiar object as the unit with a multiplicative scale
factor for converting from one to the other (e.g., 2 times the
height of a single bed) (see also Fig. 1 right).
• Proportional analogy re-expresses a pair of measurements
(e.g., the ratio between the volumes of Mercury and Earth)
using two familiar objects that have measurements with the
same ratio (e.g., the ratio between the volume of a sugar
bowl and a watering can) (see also Fig. 2).
1 https://goo.gl/f6dc7W
2 https://goo.gl/VGu2oa

